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STARTUP TEASER

Location: JKU | LIT Open Innovation Center (Altenberger Str. 69, 4040 Linz)

Startups:

- **Azitek (POR)**
  Azitek is a startup company based in Porto, Portugal, developing state-of-the-art RF Real-Time Localization System (RTLS), operating on license-free radio bands. Azitek’s technology addresses the problem of lack of traceability of returnable goods, which leads to underutilization, overstocking and losses.
  Website: [Home | Azitek](#)

- **ChainTraced (SWE)**
  ChainTraced is a SaaS provider and leading provider of digital supply chain traceability solutions within the metal value chain. Their technology empowers the traceability of material certificates and CO2 emissions data along the supply chain.
  Website: ChainTraced

- **CYRKL (CZE)**
  Cyrkl is a marketplace where companies can sell or buy industrial waste, by-products, secondary raw materials or used materials.
  Website: Cyrkl - Online Marktplatz für Abfälle

- **KREATIZE (GER)**
  KREATIZE streamlines sourcing and purchasing processes for industrial companies by providing an end-to-end procurement solution, which enables companies to collaborate with strategic supply chain partners that address their issues holistically.
  Website: KREATIZE
• **Plastic Repair System (ESP)**

PRS (Plastic Repair System) has a solution that focuses on repairing returnable plastic packaging items used in B2B, supply chain logistic loops and production operations.
Website: [Plastic Repair System | Reparación y mantenimiento de objetos de plástico](#)

• **RVmagnetics (SVK)**

Slovakian company RVmagnetics manufactures micro-wire sensors that provide manufacturers with relevant data such as pressure and temperature. Based on magnetic principles, the sensors enable real-time, non-contact data acquisition about the process, product, material, or component in otherwise physically inaccessible places.
Website: [Custom passive magnetic micro sensor | RVmagnetics](#)

• **SaleSqueeze (SLO)**

SaleSqueeze is a visual CPQ platform for manufacturers, providing a digital way to selling complex products. It simplifies the sales process, enhances visuals, and empowers the sales team, partners, and customers with a seamless self-serve experience.
Website: [Digital way to sell complex products - SaleSqueeze](#)

• **Sensoneo (SVK)**

Sensoneo provides enterprise-grade smart waste management solutions that enable cities, businesses, and countries to facilitate the digital transformation of the waste management industry to achieve efficiency, transparency, and sustainability.
Website: [Intelligente Abfallmanagementlösungen | SENSONEO](#)

• **STILRIDE (SWE)**

Stilride develops innovative design manufacturing solutions using their proprietary industrial computational origami software and hardware. The use of their technology leads to cost savings, increased material efficiency, faster prototyping, and more sustainable manufacturing processes.
Website: [STILRIDE - The Next Generation of Electric Mobility](#)

• **TEGnology (DEN)**

TEGnology brings an enabling technology with self-powered sensor system, which is truly wireless and battery-free. With the newly developed generator, TEGnology’s sensor unit converts temperature difference into electricity for powering sensor nodes as well as wireless transmitters.
Website: [Rethink power supply for industrial IoT - TEGnology](#)
- **VIAR (SLO)**
  VIAR's REWO platform helps large manufacturers improve efficiency and productivity by implementing digital video work instructions. It preserves tacit knowledge, tackles the challenge of retiring workers, and accelerates learning for skilled trade workers.
  Website: [REWO | Visual Work Instructions For Modern Manufacturers](#)

- **Neurality (ITA)**
  Neurality’s solution allows any quality control process to be automated in minutes through a simple camera and a proprietary Artificial Intelligence software. The software can be used in production lines or be installed directly on machinery with minimal effort, empowering companies to produce goods that have consistent quality standards.
  Website: [Automazione Ispezioni Visuali | Neurality Srl | Rimini](#)

- **InnoSEP (GER)**
  innoSEP operates a collaborative software environment (no-code) for the entire industrial analytics lifecycle, that efficiently empowers organizations to build, deploy, and maintain specific industrial AI Apps in self-service.
  Website: [Home - innoSEP GmbH](#)

- **Kheoos (FRA)**
  kheoos is a matching platform for the reuse of industrial maintenance spare parts. kheoos is a community platform that allows manufacturers managing maintenance parts to automatically build their customized catalogue and benefit from their advanced services.
  Website: [kheoos - Brechende Innovation für das Management von industriellen Wartungsteilen](#)